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ABSTRACT   
 
The F/A-18 Hornet is one of the ADF’s premier defence assets. It utilises a highly optimised 
metallic structure to assist in achieving its performance objectives. Thus the structure (particularly 
the fracture critical wing attachment bulkheads or the “centre barrel”) is uniformly highly 
stressed and thus susceptible to fatigue cracking. In order to help assess the fatigue critical 
regions of the aircraft it is essential that the tools used to predict/assess fatigue crack growth are 
consistent with the known fatigue behaviour of the F/A-18 materials. 
 
This report provides a critical review of the current state of knowledge with respect to the use of 
the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model for assessing fatigue crack growth in F/A-18 structural 
metallic materials and evaluates the need for further research in this area. 
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Critical Review of the Generalised Frost-Dugdale 
Approach to Crack Growth in F/A-18 Hornet 

Structural Materials     
 
 

Executive Summary    
 
The objective of this report was to critically evaluate the current state of knowledge related 
to the modelling of crack growth in F/A-18 Hornet structural materials, with a particular 
focus on the status of the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model and its equivalent block 
variant. This was achieved through: 
 

1. A brief review of the published literature with respect to the use of the 
Generalised Frost-Dugdale model to model crack growth in F/A-18 structural 
materials. 

2. A brief review of the published literature with respect to the equivalent block 
variant of the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model. 

3. Comparing predicted crack length histories using the Generalised Frost-
Dugdale model with those obtained experimentally at DSTO and those reported 
in the open literature, particularly for short cracks.  

4. Evaluating the need for further research. 
5. Proposing future work to meet the observed shortcomings, if any. 

 

This report reveals that the so-called short crack effect associated with 7050-T7451 aluminium 
alloy arises as a consequence of attempting to relate crack length per cycle (da/dN) to the 
range of the stress intensity factor (ΔK) and that that cracking in both 7050 series aluminium 
alloys and Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V conforms to the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model.  
 
The report recommends how to best determine the constants used in the Generalised Frost-
Dugdale model. Furthermore, when determining these constants it recommends using crack 
growth data obtained from simple surface flaw specimens subjected to the loading spectrum 
of interest, where the initial flaws are allowed to develop naturally.  
 
The results of this work will assist in the development of robust fatigue assessment tools in 
support of maintaining airworthiness in the RAAF fleets. 
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σ remote applied stress 
σy material yield stress  
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1. Introduction  

The F/A-18 Hornet utilises a highly optimised metallic structure to assist in achieving its 
performance objectives. Thus the structure (particularly the fracture critical wing attachment 
bulkheads or the “centre barrel”) is uniformly highly stressed and thus susceptible to fatigue 
cracking. In order to help assess the fatigue critical regions of the aircraft it is essential that the 
tools used to predict/assess fatigue crack growth produce results that are consistent with the 
known fatigue behaviour of the F/A-18 materials. 
 
The compendium of F/A-18 fatigue crack growth data by Molent, Sun and Green [1] 
examined more than 350 different cracks mainly in 7050-T7451, but included some other 7000 
series aluminium alloys, Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V titanium, and AF1410 steel that arose in a 
variety of full scale fatigue tests and associated coupon tests. Cracking in Mil Annealed 
Ti-6Al-4V specimens tested under a representative F/A-18 flight spectrum was subsequently 
studied in [2]. On examining the crack length versus cycles data presented in [1][2] it was 
found that in these tests the majority of the fatigue life was generally consumed in the short 
crack regime, i.e. in growing to a size of approximately 1mm. As such understanding the 
growth of short cracks is particularly important. It was also found [1] that in almost all cases 
there was a near linear relationship between the log of the crack length/depth and the 
number of load blocks/flight hours and that this relationship held from a starting length of 
less than 100 microns to lengths in excess of 5 mm. 
 
It was subsequently found [3][4] that the crack growth programs FASTRAN1 [5] and 
AFGROW1 [6] were unable to model this (near) linear relationship between the log of the 
crack depth and the number of load blocks/flight hours. The need to develop a fracture 
mechanics-based methodology that could accurately predict the growth of short cracks in 
7050-T7451 aluminium alloy under representative flight load spectra, and yet still be 
consistent with constant amplitude crack growth data, then led to the development of the 
Generalised Frost-Dugdale2 model [4], [7]-[19] by the Monash - Centre of Expertise in 
Structural Mechanics (CoE-SM)  and DSTO, which can be expressed in the form: 
 

da/dN  = C*.a(1-/2)  () -  da/dN0 

   = y
C*.a(1-/2)   (/y)  -  da/dN0 (1) 

 
where a is the crack length, N is the number of cycles, da/dN is the increment in crack length 
per cycle, y is the yield stress, C* is a constant,  is a crack driving force, which is frequently 
taken to be the stress intensity factor range K (= Kmax - Kmin) where Kmax and Kmin are the 
maximum and minimum values of the stress intensity factors in the cycle, and the term 
(da/dN)0 reflects both the fatigue threshold (KTH) and the nature of the defect/discontinuity 
from which cracking initiates.  is a constant which is taken as equal to (approximately) 3 in 
this report as per [20][21] for local stresses below the material’s yield stress. It is also implicit 
that any period of crack nucleation is considered insignificant. 

 

                                                      
1 Unmodified and uncalibrated. 
2 Frost and Dugdale proposed the following model: da/dN α (Δ)3. a  [20]. 
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This formulation has been used to accurately represent cracking in 7050-T7451 aluminium 
alloy in a range of DSTO laboratory tests [13], a DSTO F/A-18 Hornet centre barrel test 
[4][11][15],  cracking under several representative Joint Strike Fighter load spectra [16], a 
representative helicopter spectrum [19], cracking in a number of laboratory coupon and sub-
component tests involving a range of  steels (including D6ac steel, a large cross-section of rail 
wheel steels, a 350 MPa Grade locomotive mild steel, and a propriety steel that is widely used 
in rail freight rolling stock), Grade 1 Austempered Ductile Iron, a range of 2000 and 7000 
series aluminium alloys, and Mil Annealed Ti-6AL-4V ([4][7], [9]-[12], [14]-[19]).  
 
In the case of the F/A-18 centre barrel test reported in [4] it was found that, when the initial 
flaw size was  approximately 3 microns, whilst there was excellent agreement between the 
Generalised Frost-Dugdale predictions for the crack depth history and the experimental 
results, FASTRAN predicted very long lives. In this instance unlike the predictions obtained 
using the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model the shape of the crack depth versus cycles curve 
predicted by FASTRAN differed markedly from the test data. Similar shortcomings were 
reported by Molent, Singh, and Woolsey [3] when using the crack growth program AFGROW 
to model crack growth in 7050-T7451 aluminium alloy specimens. 
 
The primary purpose of this report was to focus on the current status of the Generalised Frost-
Dugdale model and its ability to represent cracking in F/A-18 Hornet structural materials, 
particularly the aluminium alloy 7050-T7541 and Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V, and the current 
status with respect to Region I crack growth (see Figure 1). As a result of this study it was 
found that cracking in 7050 series aluminium alloys and Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V conforms to 
the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model.  
 
Problem areas associated with the use of crack closure and other Paris-based crack growth 
laws for modelling crack growth in F/A-18 structures are also briefly considered, particularly 
for Region I crack growth. (It should be noted that the ability of the Paris-based crack growth 
laws to model the growth of large/long cracks in Region II is not questioned.) It has long been 
known [22]-[25] that in Region I, crack growth can be a function of the test geometry. This 
Region I dependency of da/dN versus K data on the specimen geometry and the test 
methodology means that the similitude hypothesis, which forms the basis of algorithms  
based on the Paris-based crack growth law, can not be assumed to be valid in Region I. In this 
context it will be shown that tests performed at DSTO, NASA and at the Monash-DSTO CoE-
SM on the growth of both short and long cracks in 7050-T7451 confirm the breakdown of 
similitude in Region I. Furthermore, these tests reveal that the so called short crack effect 
appears to arise as a consequence of attempting to relate da/dN to the range of the stress 
intensity factor (ΔK).  
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2. A Brief Review of Similitude Based Growth Laws 

It is commonly thought that da/dN can be related to K, and/or the maximum stress 
intensity factor Kmax. This approach was first suggested in 1961 by Paris, Gomez and Anderson 
[26], who related da/dN to the maximum stress intensity factor Kmax. The work of Liu [27] 
subsequently implied that the crack growth was a function of the stress intensity factor range 
K (= Kmax - Kmin). A similar relationship was also proposed by Paris and Erdogan [28]. This 
led to the well known Paris equation:  
 

da/dN = C K m (2) 
 
where C and m are experimentally obtained, and are considered to be a constant for a 
particular material and environment. Over the years this relationship has continued to be 
modified to account for a variety of observations [29], including R ratio (R= Kmin /Kmax), Kmax 
effects [30]-[32], crack tip plasticity e.g. Willenborg retardation models and plastic wake-
induced crack closure [5][35]. The resulting crack growth laws are all based on the similitude 
hypothesis, viz: 
 
Two different cracks growing in identical materials and thicknesses with the same stress intensity factor 
range K, and the same Kmax, will grow at the same rate. 
 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the relationship between long crack growth and K (where KIC is the 
critical stress intensity factor) for constant amplitude loading 

 
It is believed that for constant amplitude loading the relationship between da/dN and K has 
three distinct regions, see Figure 1, with Region III being associated with rapid crack growth, 
tearing or static fracture modes. Region II, the “mid growth” range, is the region where the 
Paris equation, and its variants, is thought to hold. In Region I crack growth is slow and 
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several authors have introduced the concept of a fatigue threshold stress intensity factor 
range, Kth, below which cracks seem not to grow [36].  
 
It was originally thought that, for any given material and thickness, the da/dN versus K 
relationship was unique. Pearson [37], at the Royal Aircraft Establishment Farnborough, 
revealed that this belief to be false. In this work Pearson [37] showed that fatigue crack growth 
laws determined for macroscopic crack growth data could not be used to predict the growth 
of small sub-millimetre cracks, and that the constants in the crack growth law were a function 
of the size of the crack. He also stated that this inconsistency was not due to crack-tip 
plasticity effects.  
 
Subsequent studies into cracking in 7075-T6 aluminium alloys [38] confirmed that short 
fatigue cracks can propagate at rates faster than that of long cracks subjected to the same 
nominal ΔK, i.e. there is an apparent crack length dependency. Moreover, it is now known 
that short fatigue cracks can grow at stress intensities well below the long crack ΔK threshold. 
As a result when analysing the growth of short cracks it is common to use data that differs 
from the long crack da/dN versus K data [39].  
 
More extensive reviews of fatigue crack growth are presented in [29], [40]-[44] and for short 
crack growth by Suresh and Ritchie [45] and by Miller [25][46], who suggested a 
comprehensive classification of short cracks viz: micro-structurally, mechanically, physically 
and chemically short cracks. The NASA finding [22],[47] that similitude was not valid in 
Region I and Miller’s conclusion [45] that:  
 
“perhaps more progress would be made if LEFM characterisation parameters were ignored, and only the 
basic da/dN versus a type data be analysed.”  
 
raises the questions of: how to determine which da/dN versus K relationship to use; and 
how to determine the true fatigue threshold ΔKth; or whether alternative non-similitude based 
approaches should be adopted.  
 
These questions take on added importance for short cracks since it is now known 
[25],[29],[37],[45]-[50] that for short cracks K dominance is lost and hence the similitude 
hypothesis, which underpins all Paris-based approaches, is highly questionable for short 
cracks. 
 
In this context it should be noted that Schijve [29] remarked that: 
 
“Actually, it should be recognised that the K-concept for such small cracks in a crystalline material 
becomes questionable. The plastic zone is a slip band and its size is not small compared to the crack 
length of the microcrack.” 
 
2.1 On the concept of K dominance and similitude 

The Paris growth law and its subsequent variants are founded on the belief that the crack tip 
stress field is uniquely characterised by the stress intensity factor. This belief arose as a result 
of the early papers by Griffiths [51][52] and Irwin [53]-[55]. In 1966 Sih [56] revealed that the 
Westergard solution [57] for a center crack in a large panel contained an error. Here [56] it was 
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shown that a constant term, commonly referred to as the T stress, was missing in the series of 
expansion for the local stress field in the vicinity of the crack tip. Eftis [58] then used Sih’s 
corrected solution to reveal that both Griffiths’ and Irwin’s analyses were in error. Eftis, Jones 
and Liebowitz [59] subsequently revealed that:  
 
“The notion that only the leading term of the series expansion for stress, containing as it does the stress 
intensity factor and the square root singular term, can adequately describe the state of stress about the 
ends of the crack is erroneous in general.”  
 
Eftis, Jones and Liebowitz [59] also suggested that to evaluate crack growth and failure 
required the crack tip stress field to be evaluated at a length scale ro in front of the crack. The 
concept of a characteristic length scale is moderately widely used in the assessment of fatigue 
crack growth and fracture mechanics [59]-[63]. For long cracks growing in Mode I under 
uniaxial loading the ratio ro/a tends to be quite small and, as a result, the error in using ∆K 
and Kmax to characterise the crack tip stress field is also (generally) quite small. However, for 
short cracks with length scales of the order of 10 microns the ratio ro/a will not be small. 
(References [62][63] give values for r0 that ranged from 0.1 to 3.3 mm.) In this context it should 
be noted that [50][64] subsequently confirmed the conclusions reached in [59] i.e. that for short 
cracks the crack tip stress and strain fields were a function of both K and the T stress, which is 
proportional to K/√a and is defined as the non-singular component of the near tip stress 
acting parallel to the crack (see [59]). As a result [50][64] concluded that K dominance is lost 
for small (short) cracks. Consequently the similitude hypothesis is also invalid for small 
(short) cracks. 
 
With this in mind it is shown that the crack growth data given in [10][22] reveals that, in 
Region I, not only is similitude invalid for Mil Annealed Ti-6AL-4V titanium, but that the 
crack closure hypothesis is also at odds with the weak R ratio dependency seen in Mil 
Annealed Ti-6Al-4V crack growth rate data. At this point it should be noted that Forth, James, 
Johnston and Newman [47], have explained that crack closure approaches are inappropriate 
for modeling crack growth in materials that have a weak R ratio dependency.  
 
In this context it should be noted that in the original USAF-ASTM study [65] into the 
development of the ASTM fatigue testing standards it was found that in Region II crack 
growth in both 2219-T851 aluminium alloy and 10Ni steel was a weak function of the R ratio. 
Moreover, a recent NASA-Sikorsky investigation [66] into cracking in the ST direction in 7050-
T7451 plate revealed that the da/dN versus K relationship was essentially R ratio 
independent in both Regions I and II.  
 
The conclusion that similitude cannot be assumed in Region I or for the growth of short cracks 
significantly degrades the confidence that can be placed in the ability of standard FASTRAN 
and AFGROW, and other similitude based computer programs, to address potential F/A-18 
fleet lifing issues. 
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2.2 Implications for crack growth analysis and testing 

All similitude based crack growth models that attempt to model the growth of short cracks on 
a cycle by cycle basis need valid Region I data. For F/A-18 Hornet materials the recent 
findings that: 

i) Region I test data generated using the ASTM load reducing technique produces crack 
growth data that does not represent the true material response [22][47][71],  

ii) in Region I similitude was lost for Mil Annealed Ti-6al-4V [10][22], 

iii) crack closure should not be used to model crack growth in high strength steels [47], 
and 

iv) in Region I the da/dN versus K data for cracking in the ST direction in 7050-T7415 
aluminium alloy is essentially independent of the R ratio [66], 

when taken together with the findings that: 
 in the LT direction the da/dN versus K relationship appears to be a function of the 

test methodology; 

 that the apparent short crack effect arises as a result of attempting to relate da/dN to 
K based quantities, i.e. Kmax and or K; and  

 the conclusion that for short cracks K dominance is lost,  

highlights the need to better understand and quantify the (Region I) growth of short cracks. 
For this to be done, valid Region I crack growth data as well as data on crack growth in simple 
specimens under representative flight load spectra is needed. The later is important as it may 
provide for a superior method for characterising crack growth under F/A-18 Hornet load 
spectra.  
 
It is clear that there is a need to develop alternative crack growth modeling approaches. The 
Generalised Frost-Dugdale model and its Effective Block Variant (EBV) formulation are two 
potential alternatives. However, for these to be routinely used to model cracking in F/A-18 
structures methods for determining the associated constants need to be clearly defined. To 
this end the present paper reveals how to best determine these constants and recommends the 
use of simple surface flaw test specimens subjected to the loading spectrum of interest where 
the cracks are allowed to develop naturally, i.e. there is no artificial starter crack. This 
recommendation is important because for combat aircraft most of the life is generally 
consumed in the growth of these (naturally occurring) short cracks, see [1]. 
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3. The Equivalent Block Variant of the Generalised 
Frost-Dugdale Model 

The Generalised Frost-Dugdale model [4],[7]-[19], i.e. Equation (1), was initially developed to 
account for the (near) linear relationship between the log of the crack depth and the number of 
load cycles/ blocks/flight hours seen in [1],[67]-[70] etc and to reformulate the original Frost-
Dugdale model [20] in terms of ΔK, Kmax, and the crack length. The EBV formulation, which 
was first developed in [14], built on the works of [40], [68], [72]-[75], which revealed that 
repeated blocks of loads can, in certain circumstances, be treated as equivalent to load cycles, 
provided that: 

i) the slope of the a versus block curve has a minimal number of discontinuities,  

ii) there are a large number of blocks before failure, 

to derive a variant of the Equation (1) crack growth model that accounts for the crack growth 
per block, da/dB, viz: 
 

da/dB = ( a1- /2 Kmax
 - da/dBo)/(1.0 - Kmax/Kc) (3) C

~

 

where  is a constant, Kmax is the maximum value of the stress intensity factor in a block 
(excluding rare overloads), Kc is the apparent cyclic fracture toughness and da/dB0 reflects 
both the fatigue threshold and the nature of the initial defect/discontinuity under block 
loading. This formulation has been shown to accurately compute the crack growth histories 
associated with a wide range of material and load spectra, see 

C
~

[7],[11],[14]-[16],[18] and 
Appendix A. Furthermore, in the context of this report it should be noted that this approach 
has been used [11][15] to accurately compute the growth of a small (approximately 3 micron) 
flaw in the F/A-18 centre barrel test described in [4], see Figure 2. These same references also 
showed that the addition of the (1.0-Kmax/Kc) term enabled the modelling of the quasi-static 
growth near the end of a crack’s life. Figure 2 also shows that standard FASTRAN failed to 
accurately model this short crack scenario. 
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Figure 2: Experimental and EBV predicted crack growth histories, from [11][15] 

 
3.1 EBV predictions for centre cracked panels, surface and corner cracks 

Let us next consider the application of the EBV approach to crack growth in centre cracked 
panels, also referred to as M(T) panels. In this case Kmax is proportional to  max ( a), where 
 is a function of the geometry and max is the maximum far field stress, so that, ignoring the 
region where Kmax approaches its cyclic fracture toughness Kc,  and ignoring da/dB0 and (1.0-
Kmax/Kc), Equation (3) can be written in the form:  
 

da/dB =  ( max 1/2)  a (4) C
~

 
When the crack length is small with respect to the width of the panel we can set   1 so that, 
ignoring finite width effects, integrating Equation (4) from a to af we obtain: 
 

(B-Bi)/(Bf –Bi)= 1- ln(a/af) / ln(ai/af) (5) 
 
where ai  and af are the initial and final crack sizes, and Bi and Bf are the corresponding 
number of blocks, or flights, and B is the number of blocks or flights at crack length a. Finally 
as the crack size approaches its critical length/depth we need to account for Kmax approaching 
its fracture toughness. To account for this we need to integrate Equation (3) rather than 
Equation (4). However, this effect often tends to be small and, as shown in [18], generally only 
affects the region a/af > 0.8.  
 
A similar deviation from Equation (5) occurs when the crack length is close to the size of the 
initial defect/discontinuity. In this case the “crack” is influenced by the geometry of the 
starting defect and, as such, is not (yet) acting as a crack of length a. To overcome this Molent 
et al. [76] suggested that a more accurate representation is obtained by using an equivalent 
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pre-crack size (EPS) rather than the physical size of the initial discontinuity. In this report, 
however, we have taken ai to be the size of the initial discontinuity. As a result, the slope of 
the (B-Bi)/(Bf –Bi) versus (a) = (1- ln(a/af) / ln(ai/af)) curves sometimes differs slightly from 
that suggested by Equation (5). (This occurs when the term (B-Bi)/(Bf –Bi) approaches values 
of zero and one.) Nevertheless, this approach predicts that, for tests on centre cracked panels 
under repeated block loading, for the majority of the fatigue life there should be a near linear 
relationship between the number of load blocks and the log of the crack length. This 
relationship also arises for surface flaws, corner flaws and embedded cracks when  remains 
approximately constant, see [18] for more details. As a result, this formulation provides the 
analytical framework for the observations reported in [1][2][68]. Further investigation is 
required for the case where  changes significantly. 
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4. Cracking in Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V and D6ac Steel 

The data shown in Figure 3 (is reproduced from [18]) suggest that the response of D6ac3 steel 
[17] and Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V4 generated from ASTM standard CT specimens conform to the 
Generalised Frost-Dugdale model (see also [4]-[13]) of the form: 
 

da/dN  = C*.a(1-/2) () - da/dN0 
 = y

 C*.a(1-/2) ((Kmax/ y)p (K/y)(1-p))  - da/dN0 (6) 
 
where , the crack driving force, is defined as per Walker [79], viz: 
 

 = Kmaxp K(1-p) (7) 
 
where p is a material constant. 
 
For D6ac the relation is shown to hold over three orders of magnitude (i.e. approximately ~8 x 
10-9 m/cycle < da/dN < ~1 x 10-6 m/cycle). For Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V the range is also 
similar (i.e. ~8 x 10-9 mm/cycle < da/dN < ~4 x 10-5 mm/cycle). 
 
The nature of the D6ac tests referred to in Figure 3 is detailed in Table 1.  
 
Table 1: Test matrix, from [17] 

Specimen Number Test details 
Ct3-5-tl Constant Kmax*=15 

Ct3-10b-lt Constant R=0.3 LI+ 
Ct3-12-lt Constant R=0.9 LI 
Ct3-25-lt Constant R=0.7 LI 
Ct3-27-lt Constant R=0.9 LI 
Ct3-29-lt Constant R=0.3 LI 
Ct3-46-lt R=0.1 LI 
Ct3-47-lt R=0.8 LI 

*LI = Load increasing test, 
+ Kmax= constant Kmax test 

 
(Note that by dividing the term  by the yield stress y the resultant constant y

 C* is 
dimensionless and hence can be used regardless of whether we are using SI or Imperial units. 
In this study we have taken y = 1137 MPa for D6ac steel and 900 MPa for Mil Annealed 
Ti-6Al-4V). For the Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V data shown in Figure 3 it is found that 
C* = 2.4x 10-3/y3, da/dN0 = - 1.8 x 10-10 and p = 0.085. The low value of p (= 0.08) reveals that 
cracking in Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V has a weak R ratio dependency.  
 
 

                                                      
3 Whilst not of direct relevance to the F/A-18, D6ac is discussed here due to it relevance to other legacy RAAF 
aircraft (e.g. F-111). 
4 The Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V crack growth data shown in Figure 3 was taken from Hudson [77] and Porter [78], 
see [18] for more details.  

 

5 Trail and error best fit to the da/dN versus K data [17][18]. 
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Linear

 
Figure 3: Comparison of the Generalised Frost-Dugdale representation of crack growth in Mil 

annealed Ti-6Al-4V, taken from [77][78], and D6ac steel [17][18] 

 
Figure 4 presents Northrop-Grumman’s [80] long crack growth data from 12.7 mm wide and 
7.34 mm thick centre cracked Mil Annealed Ti-6AL-4V panels subjected to a fighter load 
spectrum with a peak remote stress of 710 MPa. Figure 4 reveals that the resultant non-
dimensional crack length history [80] conforms to Equation (5). 
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Figure 4: Experimental and computed crack growth under a fighter spectrum, adapted from [80]. 

Dashed line is best fit 

 
Having shown that the growth of long cracks in Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V follows the 
Generalised Frost-Dugdale model the growth of short cracks in Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V under 
a representative F/A-18 Hornet load spectrum are now addressed. The data presented by 
Zhuang, Barter and Molent [2] on the growth of small corner cracks in Mil Annealed Ti-6AL-
4V rectangular bars under a representative F/A-18 flight load spectrum are considered. The 
tests were performed with the remote maximum stresses being 75%, 85% and 96% of the yield 
stress. The associated values of Bi, ai, Bf and af are shown in Table 2. The resultant 
experimental data is shown in Figure 5 where it is seen that the crack growth history again 
follows Equation (5). The (near) linear relationship between (a) and (B-Bi)/(Bf–Bi), implies 
that in this range, i.e. excluding the onset of static fracture modes, the crack growth model for 
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Mil Annealed Ti-6AL-4V should have only two constants6. (It is interesting to contrast this 
with crack closure based laws where there are five constants and an additional constraint 
parameter  that is varied as da/dN increases). 
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Figure 5: Non-dimensional representation of cracking in Mil Annealed Ti-6AL-4V, under a RAAF 

F/A-18 Hornet spectrum, adapted from [2] 

 
Table 2: Values of Bi, ai, Bf and af 

Test Bi ai (mm) Bf af (mm) 
96 % test 1 67.2 0.0577 199 0.97 
96 % test 2 23.2 0.0395 442 0.84 
85 % test 1 75.5 0.049 898 1.89 
85 % test 2 44 0.032 658 0.84 
75% test 1 50.4 0.037 103 1.44 
75% test 1 88 0.053 787 1.88 

                                                      

 

6 Namely C* and da/dN0; as   3, and p and y are material constants. 
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5. Cracking in 7050 Series Aluminium Alloys 

The da/dN versus K data obtained in a joint NASA-Sikorsky [66] study into cracking in the 
ST direction in 7050-T7451 is shown in Figure 6. In this work compact tension (CT) specimens 
were tested under ASTM constant R load reducing tests, with R ratio’s of 0.1 and 0.7, constant 
Kmax (= 15 MPa √m) tests, and a constant amplitude test with R = 0.1. Examining Figure 6 it is 
seen that in Region I, and well into Region II, each test gave (essentially) the same da/dN 
versus K data. This apparent lack of an R ratio effect on the da/dN versus K relationship in 
the ST direction implies that wake-induced crack closure does not apply in 7050-T7541 plate 
material for crack growth in the ST direction.  
 

  

1.0E-05 Constant Kmax 

R=0.7 1.0E-06 

 

                                                     

 
Figure 6: Crack growth in the ST direction in 7050-T7451 aluminium alloy, from [66] 

 
NASA-Sikorsky [66] also examined cracking in the LT direction and the results are presented 
in Figure 7 together with those obtained by Sharp, Byrnes and Clark [81], and Finney [82] and 
unpublished7 constant amplitude short crack data [83]. The resultant da/dN versus K data 
for R = 0.7 and R = 0.1 are shown in Figure 7. Here it is seen that: 

i) for R = 0.1 references [66],[81]-[83] give different da/dN versus K curves. For 
example whilst points A and B in Figure 7a) both have the same ΔK, approximately 
2 MPa √m, the corresponding crack growth rates differ by more than an order of 
magnitude. 

Note that the da/dN versus K curve associated with the R= 0.1 load reducing test 
[66] should be to the right of any curve associated with R = 0.1 non-load reducing 

 
7 This will be the topic of a subsequent report. 
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tests. However, the R = 0.1 load reducing data presented in [66], and shown in 
Figure 7 a), is to the left of the R = 0.1 data given in [81]. 

ii) As K increases Finney’s [82] R = 0.2 data essentially coincides with the R = 0.5 data 
given in [81] and the Kmax data8 given in [60], see Figure 7 b).  

iii) At low K’s Finney’s R = 0.2 data approaches the R = 0.7 and the Kmax data given in 
[66], see Figure 7 b). 

iv) Beneath da/dN < 10-8 m/cycle the short crack growth rates given in [83] are 
significantly greater than those presented in [66], see Figure 7 b). 

 
As a result we see that for 7050-T7451 the da/dN versus K relationship appears to be a 
function of the test methodology9, i.e. similitude does not hold. This finding supports that 
reported in [81] which revealed a large variation in the da/dN versus K relationship 
obtained by numerous researchers.  
 
Figure 7 also reveals that at low crack growth rates the “short crack” da/dN versus ΔK curves 
[83] appear to reveal what is commonly thought to be a “short crack” effect in that for a given 
ΔK the growth rate appears to be greater than for long cracks [66][82]. Furthermore, the short 
crack fatigue threshold ΔKth is clearly significantly below the long crack fatigue threshold.  
 
We also see that the “short crack” R = 0.1 and R = 0.7 curves do not appear to show a 
significant R ratio effect beneath da/dN < ~ 10-8 m/cycle. Furthermore, the R = 0.1 “short 
crack” data appears to join/approach that of [82] (R = 0.2), and the Kmax test da/dN versus ΔK 
curves [66] at high da/dN’s. The R = 0.7 “short crack” data approaches both the R = 0.7 and 
the Kmax test data given in [66] at high da/dN’s.  
 
 

 

                                                      
8 At this stage R is approximately 0.4 
9 Geometry of specimens, increasing or decreasing loads etc. 
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Figure 7a: Representation of crack growth in 7050-T7451 aluminium alloy LT direction 
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Figure 7b: Representation of crack growth in 7050-T7451 aluminium alloy LT direction 

 
Table 3: Test descriptors 

Reference Initial flaw size Test geometry Test method 

[66] Unknown 12.7 mm thick CT 
Kmax, R = 0.7 and load reduction 

(R=0.1) as per ASTM E647 
[81] ~ 28 mm 12 mm thick CT Fixed load, R = 0.1, 0.5, 0.8 
[82] ~ 6.6 mm 9.95 mm thick MT Fixed load, R = 0.2 

[83] 
0.021 mm (Test 1) 
0.0076 mm (Test 2) 

11 mm thick 
dogbone specimen 

Constant amplitude R =0.1 tests 
interspersed with R =0.7 marker loads. 

 
Figures 8 and 9 present plots of da/dN against a(1-/2)  (/σy), with  = 3, for the short crack 
tests [83] where  is a crack driving force which, in this case as per Equation (7) with p =0.2, 
which is the similar to that of 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 [9]. Figure 8 reveals that, with this 
formulation, the R = 0.1 and the R = 0.7 data [83] appear to fall on the same straight line, see 
Figures 8 and 9, with C* ~ 5.1 10-4 and da/dN0 ~0.0. Furthermore, this linear relationship 
holds over more than 3 orders of magnitude ~7 x 10-10 < da/dN < ~1.5 x 10-6 m/cycle.  
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Furthermore, Figure 9 reveals that when presented in this fashion the relationship obtained 
for the short crack data [83] and those obtained by Sharp, Byrnes and Clark [81], for R = 0.1, 
0.5 and 0.8, and by Finney [82] for R = 0.2, which both tested crack growth from relatively 
large initial flaws, see Table 3, are very similar, i.e. when formulated in this fashion the “short 
crack” effect vanishes. Thus for 7050-T7451 aluminium it would appear that the so- called 
short crack effect arises as a consequence of attempting to relate da/dN to ΔK.  
 
Note that in [81][82] the cracks were (two dimensional) through the thickness cracks in 
approximately 11 mm thick material. As such they were in a constraint state that lay in 
between that of plane stress and plane strain. However, the short crack data [83] is associated 
with small surface flaws. As such the levels of constraint associated with the short crack study 
[83] can be expected to differ from those associated with the long cracks studied in [81][82].  
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Figure 8: The R = 0.1 and R = 0.7 short crack data [83] plotted as per the Generalised Frost-Dugdale 

model, the yield stress is set to 460 MPa 
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Figure 9: Comparison of the short crack results [83] with those of [81][82]. The yield stress was set to 

460 MPa 
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Noting that the tests performed in [81]-[83] were performed at a range of stress levels and R 
ratios it would appear that the value of C* associated with short crack growth is (essentially) 
independent of the stress level and the test methodology.  
 

A similar conclusion, i.e. that is stress independent, arises when using the EBV since:   C
~

 The crack length history predictions, obtained using the EBV approach, presented in 
[18] for crack growth in a helicopter component under an Asterix (generic main rotor) 
load spectrum, where there was a large variation in the stress in the section, were in 
excellent agreement with experimental measurements. 

 The EBV computed crack length histories presented in [7] where (short) crack growth 

at a fastener hole under a representative flight loading using a single value of  C
~

 that 
was consistent with that obtained from a prior specimen test. 

 The crack length history predictions presented in Figure A-3 in Appendix A where the 
crack length history for a test performed under an F-15 load spectrum with a peak 

remote stress of 207 MPa was predicted using the values of C
~

and γ obtained from a 
similar test with a peak stress of 136 MPa.  

At this stage it is should also be noted that White, Barter and Molent [84], who studied crack 
growth in 7050-T7451 aluminium under variable amplitude block loading interspersed with 
blocks of constant amplitude loading, revealed that the mechanisms underpinning crack 
growth under variable amplitude load differed from those seen under constant amplitude 
loading. Thus for short crack growth in 7050-T7451 plate under variable amplitude loading:  

a) K dominance may not apply. 

b) Similitude may not apply. 

c) The crack growth mechanisms observed under constant amplitude tests may not 
apply to in-service cracking,  

As such the da/dN versus K data determined from constant amplitude tests 
may not be applicable for assessing in-service cracking. 

d) Similitude based crack growth laws, which utilise the da/dN versus K data 
determined from constant amplitude tests, may yield unrepresentative results for 
short cracks. 

Fortunately the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model and the EBV formulation appear to 
reasonably accurately model short crack growth in 7050-T7451 aluminium alloys under both 
constant amplitude and representative flight loading. This will be discussed further in the 
next section where it is shown that variable amplitude crack growth in 7050 series aluminium 
alloy appears to conform to Equation (5).  
 
5.1 Application of the equivalent block variant to represent crack growth 
in 7050 series aluminium alloys 

Consider now the ability of the EBV approach, i.e. Equation (3), to represent crack growth in 
7050 series aluminium. In Figure 2 it was (already) shown that the EBV approach accurately 
computed the crack depth history measured in the DSTO centre barrel test discussed in [11]. 
Furthermore, for 7050 series aluminium alloys Jones, Peng and Pitt [18] have shown that for 
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small centre cracks, surface flaws, corner cracks, and embedded flaws in large structural 
components under repeated block loading the EBV formulation revealed that for the majority 
of the life there is a linear relationship between (B-Bi)/(Bf–Bi) and (a) (= 1- ln(a/af)/ ln(ai/af)).  
 
To further evaluate the EBV the coupon test program undertaken to study the fatigue 
behaviour of 7050-T7451 aluminium alloy under a spectrum obtained from the operational 
strain data from a RAAF fleet aircraft is considered, see [1]. The resultant non-dimensional 
crack growth history for specimens KDE10, KD1R23, KD1P24, and KS1G29 are shown in 
Figure 10. Wanhill [85] also presented data on 7050-T736 tested under FALSTAFF (generic 
fighter wing root spectrum) and MiniTWIST (generic transport wing root spectrum) flight 
spectra and the resultant non-dimensional plots are also shown in Figure 10, where they are 
referred to as FALSTAFF and MiniTWIST respectively. Figure 10 also shows the crack growth 
data presented by Hsu, Chan and Yu [86], which is labelled 7050 OL, for cracking in a 76.2 
mm wide, 356 mm long, and 6 mm thick centre cracked 7050-T76 panel tested with overloads. 
Here the specimen was tested under repeated block loading where each block consisted of 
2500 cycles of constant amplitude loading, with a peak stress of 62.7 MPa and R = 0.05, 
followed by a single 150% overload (OL).  
 
Figure 10 reveals that each test series collapses to essentially the same near linear relationship 
between (a) and the non-dimensional fatigue life (B-Bi)/(Bf–Bi ), i.e. cracking conforms to 
Equations (3) and (5).  
 
To further illustrate the ability of Equation (3) to represent cracking in 7050 series aluminium 
Figure 11 shows that the measured [86] and computed crack length histories, are in excellent 

agreement. The computed results were obtained using C  = 4.2 10-12,  = 3, da/dBo = 0, and 
Kc = 79 MPa √m for the 7050-T76 M(T) test 

~

[86][87] described above.  
 
This methodology can be compared with that used in the crack closure analysis presented in 
[86][87], which also gave a crack length history that was in excellent agreement with the 
measured data. The formulation used in [86][87] had five constants and an additional 
constraint parameter . Hsu, Chan and Yu [86][87], however, found that to reproduce the 
measured crack length history the parameter  needed to be (almost continuously) changed 
with the crack length, and thus the crack growth rate, increased. A value of  = 2.4 was used 
when the crack length was such that da/dN was less than 1.23 x10-3 mm/cycle. A value of  = 
1.1 was used for da/dN values greater than 0.01016 mm/cycle. Between these two functional 
fits the a versus Keff relationship was log-linearly interpolated, see [87]. Furthermore, as 
stated in [87], this relationship was arrived at by trial-and-error. Hsu, Chan and Yu [86] then 
used this methodology to predict crack growth in 12.7 mm and 6.35 mm thick 7050-T7452 
hand forgings under a representative flight spectrum. Unfortunately, in these cases this 
“calibrated” approach yielded poor results, see Figure 12, and another approach for 
constructing a da/dN versus ΔKeff relationship had to be adopted [86]. 
 
This means that to fit the experimental data Hsu, Chan and Yu [86][87] needed to mimic a 
non-similitude law, i.e. they made da/dN dependent on both Kmax, K and da/dN (and hence 
on a). The resultant da/dN versus Keff relationships used in their analyses were thus 
constructs and not true, experimentally- measured curves. In contrast the analysis presented 
using the EBV formulation is both simpler and more transparent. It only has three constants 
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C
~

,  and Kc which are true constants in that their values are kept constant throughout the 
analysis, 
 
Unlike crack closure-based analyses where the parameters can be manipulated to produce 

results close to the experimental data the constants C* (and C ) and  in the Generalised Frost-
Dugdale and the EBV analysis can not be arbitrarily massaged in order to fit the data without 
compromising the fit to the entire crack growth history. Furthermore, when the crack length is 
small so that Kmax is small in comparison with Kc the term 1/(1- Kmax /Kc) on the right hand 
side of Equation (3) has only a small effect on the initial crack growth rate (da/dN). 

Consequently the values of  and  can be estimated from the initial crack length history. In 
this respect the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model should either work or not at all

~

C
~

10, and the 
representation is obtained with fewer constants used in the analysis. 
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Figure 10: Non-dimensional representation of cracking in 7050 series aluminium alloys, adapted from 

data in [1][85][86] 

 
 

                                                      

 

10 The authors are not currently aware of a case where this may be so. 
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Figure 11: Measured data from [87], and computed crack length histories for cracking in 7050-T76 

under repeated constant amplitude plus overload block loading 
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Figure 12: Comparison of crack growth curves with calibrated FASTRAN predictions, taken from 

[86], for crack growth in 7050-T7452 under flight loads 
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6. Determining the Constants in the Generalised Frost-
Dugdale Model for Short Cracks 

In the previous sections it was mentioned that the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model has been 
shown to accurately represent crack growth, in a range of materials, under a number of 
representative flight spectra (additional examples are given in the Appendix A). The accuracy 
of any representation is strongly dependent on the value of the constants used in these 
predictions. In the case of the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model the methodology for 
determining the associated constants is presently spread across several publications and has 
not yet been sufficiently well drawn together. Consequently it should be noted that when 
performing a cycle by cycle analysis for a problem which experiences repeated block loading, 
where each block consists of a number of variable amplitude load cycles, and where there are 
a large number of blocks to failure it should be stressed that it is only necessary to use a single 
value (the Region I value) of C* as per [4][7][9][13][17]. Indeed, a single value of C* can be 
used to predict crack growth (up to near failure) in both D6ac steel [4][17][18] and Mil 
Annealed Ti-6Al-4V [10][11][18]. 
 
This behaviour, that under constant amplitude loading crack growth can be characterised by a 
single value of C*, does not hold for all aluminium alloys. In this context it should be noted 
that Liu [88] in his 1961 paper was the first to show that for aluminium alloys the value of the 
Frost-Dugdale constant for crack growth under constant amplitude loading was different in 
Regions I and II, i.e. the slope differed in these two regions. As mentioned above this bi-
linearity is not seen in D6ac steel or in Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V, see Figure 3 and 
[10][11][17][18].  
 
The question of how to determine the constants in the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model is 

addressed next. There are several possible methods for determining the values of  and C*, 
two of which are: 

C
~

 
Method 1) By integrating the Generalised Frost - Dugdale model, i.e. Equations (1) or (3) 

depending on whether the problem is to be analysed on a cycle by cycle basis or 
using the EBV formulation, and choosing the constants in the crack growth model to 
best represent the crack length versus cycles history. 

 
This was the method used in Section 5.1 when analysing crack growth in 7050-T76. 

 
Method 2) By differentiating the crack length versus cycles history and plotting either da/dN 

against a(1-/2) (K)/(1-Kmax/Kc), or da/dB  against a(1-/2) Kmax
/(1-Kmax/Kc) 

depending on whether a cycle by cycle basis or an EBV approach is being used.   
 
These approaches should be equivalent provided that the experimental measurement errors 
associated with the crack length are small, that there are sufficient measurements so that the 
values of da/dN (or da/dBlock) can be accurately determined, and that any artificially 
induced starter flaw does not overly influence the Region I crack growth.  
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For constant amplitude loading the measurement errors associated with small cracks are often 
quite large and the nature of the initial defect/discontinuity can significantly influence the 
initial crack growth behaviour. Fortunately, under variable amplitude loading the markers on 
the crack front left as a result of overloads/underloads or the blocks themselves can be used 
to calibrate the data and provide a physical checkpoint [89]. For constant amplitude loading 
Barter and Wanhill [89] have suggested creating marker bands by interspersing the constant 
amplitude loads with a small number of constant amplitude cycles which have the same max 

but a larger R ratio.  
 
The paper by White et al. [84] revealed that for crack growth in 7050-T7451 aluminium the 
mechanisms underpinning crack growth under variable amplitude load can differ from those 
seen under constant amplitude loading. This finding was subsequently confirmed by Barter 

and Wanhill [89]. As a result it is  recommended that the values of C  and C* are determined 
from crack growth data obtained from simple surface, or edge, flaw specimens, tested under 
the spectrum of interest where the cracks are allowed to develop naturally, i.e. there is no 
artificial initial flaw. In this case either Methods 1) or 2) can (generally) be used. To ensure that 
the correct value of  is obtained tests should ideally be performed at several different 
maximum stress (i.e. scale) levels as was done for some programs described in 

~

[1] and the 
crack length history should be determined via quantitative fractography as per [89].  
 
Of these two approaches to determining the constants in the Generalised Frost- Dugdale 
model the authors recommend the first, i.e. Method 1), since for small cracks differentiation of 
the crack length (a) with respect to N can introduce unwanted errors which can result in poor 

estimates for C*, or for  when determining the constants in the EBV formulation. The 
problems associated with Method 2) are evident in the report by Walker and Hu 

C
~

[90].  
 
6.1 Cracking in 7050-T7451 aluminium alloy under Mini-FALSTAFF 
loading 

As mentioned above the two methods discussed should be equivalent provided that the 
experimental measurement errors associated with the crack length are small. To illustrate this 
the test coupon program results which are presented in [1] is considered, in which the 
specimens made from a 7050-T7451 aluminium alloy plate were intended to represent the 
“mould line flange” on the F/A-18 FS488 wing attachment carry-through bulkhead. These 
specimens, which were 125 mm long, 6.35 mm thick and had a working section of 25 mm, 
were tested under a Mini-FALSTAFF load spectrum with a peak stress of 390 MPa. The 
specimens developed surface cracks and the resulting crack depth histories are presented in 
Figure 13.  
 
Figure 13 also shows the crack depth versus blocks history predicted using Method 1). The 

value of  (= 2.05 10-9) was determined by integrating Equation (3) using the crack growth 
computer program NEi-Life-3D, which uses the stress field from an NEi-NASTRAN finite 
element model of the component to determine the stress intensity factors and then calculates 

the component’s life using Equation (3), and adjusting the value of C  until the time to grow 
from an initial depth of 0.0072 mm up to a depth of 0.237 mm matched the experimentally 
measured time for specimen KY48. Figure 13 also shows the associated predicted crack 
growth histories for two different test specimens KY51 and KY13. In this study the flaw was 

C
~

~
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assumed to be a semi-elliptical surface crack and the aspect ratio of the flaw was allowed to 
change during crack growth. These results illustrate the finding stated above that, when 
modelling cracking under repeated block loading where there are a large number of blocks to 

failure, only one value of is C  required.  
~

 
To validate this analysis, Figure 13 also presents a prediction performed by integrating 
Equation (3) using the commercially available computer program Maple, a product of 
Maplesoft (Canada), which utilises symbolic logic to solve mathematical problems. In this 
study the initial flaw was assumed to be a 0.0072 mm radius semi-circular surface crack. It 
was also assumed that the crack remained semi-circular throughout the test. This 

(approximate) approach yielded a value of C  ~1.34 10-9 which was obtained as outlined above 
by matching the time to grow from a 0.0072 mm deep flaw to a depth of 0.237 mm. In each 
case the predicted and the measured crack depth histories are in good agreement.  

~

 

Method 2) was then used to determine the value of C  and Figure 14 presents a plot of da/dB 
versus Kmax3/a0.5 for each of the four specimen tests. A regression analysis of the data 

associated with each of these four tests yielded values of C  that lay in the range 

~1.50 10-9 < C  < ~2.0 10-9.  

~

~

~

 
It is thus clear that in this case the two methods are (essentially) equivalent. However, as we 
will now see when there is a significant error level in the experimental measurements this is 
not always the case. 
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Figure 13: Measured [1] and predicted crack depth histories under Mini-FALSTAFF loading 
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Figure 14: Plot of da/dB versus Kmax3/a0.5 

 
6.2 Errors resulting from using Method 2) when analysing short cracks 

To illustrate the effect of measurement errors in the crack length data, the crack growth in the 
single edge notch tension (SENT) 7075-T6 aluminium alloy specimens presented in [39] was 
considered. These specimens were 50 mm wide, 300 mm long and 2 mm thick and contained a 
centrally located 3.2 mm radius edge notch, see [90]. They were tested under constant 
amplitude loading with a remote stress of 95 MPa [61]. This test program was analysed in [90] 
using both the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model and FASTRAN. The crack growth data given 
in [39][90] is reproduced in Figure 15 together with the FASTRAN predictions presented in 
[90].  
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Figure 15: Measured and predicted 7075-T6, R= -1 short crack data from [39][90]. It can be seen that 

the final life of each coupon is a function of the initiating discontinuity size. 

 
In this case p = 0.25 and as per [90]  = 3. Following Method 1) C* was determined from the 
experimental data set labelled “Expt 4” in Figure 15. This yielded a value for C* of 
approximately 1.2 x 10-12. These values were then used to compute the other resultant crack 
length histories. As in [90] Figure 15 plots the total crack length (2a) history curves (Note that 
in this data set crack growth is essentially only in Region I.) From this figure it is clear that the 
computed crack length histories are in reasonably good agreement with the measured data 
and that they are a slightly superior representation of the crack length history than the 
FASTRAN analysis presented in [90]. In this example [90] used Method 2) and quoted two 
different values for C* depending on how the data was analysed, viz: 1.7864 x 10-13, and 5.0483 
x 10-13. Both values differ significantly from that determined using Method 1). As a result, 
unlike the crack length versus cycles history obtained using Method 1), the C* predictions 
given in [90] were quite poor. Here it should be noted that the R2 values given in [90] for these 
fits were low, ~0.607 and 0.626 respectively, indicating a poor fit to the data.  
 
This example illustrates the problems that can arise when using Method 2) to determine the 

value of C* or C
~

 when the experimental data has a reasonable amount of scatter. As such it 
highlights the fact that when the crack length is small and the associated measurement errors 
are relatively large, as is the case in the experimental data presented in Figure 15, then 
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differentiation of the crack length with respect to the number of cycles can introduce 

unwanted errors and can result in erroneous values for C*. The best value(s) of C* and C
~

 are 
clearly those that reproduce (as closely as possible) the crack length versus cycles history.  
 
 

7. Areas for Further Research 

As a result of this review it is clear that there are a range of areas that need further 
investigation, viz: 

a) There is a scarcity of valid data on short crack growth in Region I in F/A-18 materials, 
i.e. for 7050 series aluminium alloys, and Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V, where N, Kmax, K, 
and a are known. As such attention should be paid to additional testing that is focused 
specifically on short crack Region I data. Note both materials are applicable to both the 
F/A-18 Hornet and the Super Hornet. 

b) For 7050-T7451 the “short crack” effect appears to be due to the attempt to link the 
crack growth rate to quantities related solely to the stress intensity factor. This finding 
needs further study, particularly with respect to cracking in 7050-T7451 and Mil 
Annealed Ti-6AL-4V. 

c) Research is needed into the types of tests required to determine valid Region I crack 
growth data, and how the associated test results can be interpreted so as to provide 
information that can be used to confidently predict the growth of small cracks and the 
associated threshold stress intensity factor(s) under operational loading. 

d) Whilst the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model has been used to accurately predict crack 
growth at stress concentrators [7] and for problems where there was a large variation 
in the beta factors as the crack grew [19] the problem of the growth of short cracks at a 
stress concentrator under representative F/A-18 spectra needs further investigation. 

e) The ability to represent the growth of short cracks under compression dominated 
spectra needs to be evaluated. 

f) The conclusion reached in [59] that the stress intensity factor does not always 
adequately describe the state of stress about the tip of a crack appears to be confirmed 
by the short crack test data. This in-turn implies that long crack da/dN versus ΔK data 
cannot be used to predict short crack growth. For materials that exhibit a fatigue 
threshold ΔKth that varies with the specimen geometry it may be able to relate ΔKth to 
the constant term in the series expansion for the local stress field associated with the 
specimen geometry. 

g) The role of sequence effects on cracking under representative flight spectra requires 
further investigation.  

h) Standards for determining the constants in the EBV formulation are required. 

i) The link between EBV and the equivalent block approach (EBA) [68] -[70] for 
modeling crack growth under variable amplitude loading should be established and 
bounds on these approaches delineated. 
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8. Discussion 

This report has revealed that: 

 It follows from the crack length versus flight hours data presented in [1][2] that, for 
cracking in 7050 series alloys and Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V under representative 
F/A-18 load spectra, most of the fatigue life is consumed in short crack growth. 

 There is a scarcity of validated data for short crack growth in Region I. 

 For 7050-T7451 the da/dN versus K data presented in this report supports the NASA 
finding that the Region I data appears to be a function of the test geometry. 

 As a result both long and short crack Region I da/dN versus K data should be 
viewed with a healthy degree of scepticism. Furthermore, the NASA finding that the 
Region I da/dN versus K data appears to be a function of the test method raises 
severe doubts on the fundamental science underpinning the use of similitude based 
crack growth laws for the analysis of short crack growth. 

 The conclusion that the stress intensity factor does not always adequately describe the 
state of stress about the tip of a crack appears to be confirmed by the short crack 
behaviour of 7050-T7451. This in-turn implies that long crack da/dN versus ΔK data 
should not be used to predict short crack growth.  

 For 7050-T7451 the “short crack” effect appears to be due to the attempt to link the 
crack growth rate to quantities related solely to the stress intensity factor. 

 The DSTO long crack CT and MT test data and the current short crack tests data, when 
expressed in terms of the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model, essentially coincide.  

 Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V titanium appears to have a weak R ratio dependency. As such 
crack closure approaches cannot be expected to represent crack growth in this 
material. 

 Cracking in 7050-T7451 and Mil Annealed Ti-6Al-4V titanium appears to follow the 
Generalised Frost-Dugdale model. 

 The EBV approach is able to accurately compute the crack growth history for a 
reasonably wide range of load spectra and materials.  

 Unlike FASTRAN and AFGROW analyses where the Region I crack growth 
parameters can be manipulated to produce results close to the experimental data, the 
constants in the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model cannot be arbitrarily adjusted in 
order to fit the data without compromising the fit to the entire crack growth history.  
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9. Conclusion 

This report has attempted to review, discuss progress and define problem areas associated 
with the use of the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model for predicting (short) crack growth in 
F/A-18 Hornet metallic structural materials. It has also attempted to briefly address related 
problem areas associated with characterising crack growth in Region I. As a result of this 
review it has been shown that the science base underpinning similitude and crack closure 
based crack growth models is often at odds with material behaviour. Consequently, given that 
linear elastic fracture mechanics studies have shown that for short cracks K dominance is lost, 
alternative crack growth formulations should be further investigated. In this context it was 
shown that the Generalised Frost-Dugdale model can address crack growth in both 7050-
T7451 aluminium alloy, and Mil Annealed Ti-6AL-4V. Furthermore, preliminary short crack 
tests suggest that for 7050-T7451 the short crack effect arises as a consequence of attempting to 
relate da/dN to ΔK. 
 
This report has recommended how to best determine the constants in the Generalised Frost-
Dugdale model and has recommended the use of simple surface flaw test specimens subjected 
to the loading spectrum of interest where the initial flaws are allowed to develop naturally. 
This approach is important because for combat aircraft most of the life is generally consumed 
in the growth of these (naturally occurring) short cracks. 
 
The report also recommends further research to establish bounds on the usefulness of the 
Generalised Frost-Dugdale model. 
 
The results of this work will assist in the development of robust fatigue assessment tools in 
support of maintaining airworthiness in the RAAF fleets. 
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Appendix A:  Effects of Fighter Attack Spectrum on 
Crack Growth 

Dill and Saff [91] conducted an extensive test program to systematically evaluate the effect of 
variations in flight stress spectra on crack propagation. The specimen used for the spectrum 
tests was a 7075-T7351 aluminium alloy with a thru-thickness crack emanating from an 
open hole, see Figure A1. Electrical discharge machined starter notches were introduced at 
each pilot hole located as shown in Figure A2. The specimens were pre-cracked at a stress 
ratio of 0.02 and peak cyclic stress of 10 ksi (68.94 MPa) until the visible length of the longer 
of the two cracks was 0.05 inches (1.27 mm). Subsequently, the pilot holes were reamed to 
a diameter of .2500 inches (6.35 mm). The pre-crack geometry was measured and 
recorded. This procedure left a fatigue pre-crack of approximately 0.48 mm emanating 
from one of the holes in the specimen. 
 
The specimens were tested under a number of baseline spectra, which were based on the 
planned operational usage for the F-15 aircraft. Each of the baseline spectra represented 
1000 hours of anticipated usage. The spectra analysed in this section are: 

 Air-to-Air - The Air-to-Air (A-A) Baseline spectrum represented 1000 hours of air-to-air combat 
flying. The spectrum consisted of 768 air-to-air missions. 

 Air-to-Ground - The Air-to-Ground (A-G) Baseline spectrum represented 1000 hours 
of air-to-ground combat flying. The spectrum consisted of 1092 airto-ground 
missions. 

 Instrumentation and Navigation - The Instrumentation and Navigation Baseline (INB) 
spectrum represented 1000 hours of instrumentation and navigation flying. The 
spectrum consisted of 480 instrumentation and navigation missions. 

 Composite - The Composite Baseline (CB) spectrum represented 1000 hours of A-A, A-
G, and I&N flying. This spectrum consisted of: 475 hours of A-A (= 365 A-A 
missions), 325 hours of A-G (= 355 A-G missions) and 200 hours of I&N( = 96 I&N 
missions). 
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Figure A1: Specimen geometry, from [91]. All dimensions are in inches. 
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Figure A2: Starter crack details for the open hole specimen, from [91] 

 
Tests were also performed on variations of the Composite Baseline spectrum, viz: 

1. Truncation Variation 6, where the loads in the spectrum were reordered.  

2. Truncation Variation 5, where the low load level cycles were eliminated by 
truncating the Composite Baseline at 55% of the design limit stress (DLS).  

3. Combined Variation 4, which had more severe Air-to-Air missions. 

 
In each case the agreement between the measured and the crack length histories computed 

using Equation (3) with the values of C
~

,  and Kc as given in Table A1 is quite good, see 
Figures A3 to A7. Here the effect of the hole in the expression for K is accounted for via the 
associated beta function. 
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Table A1: Values of the constants used in the various spectra 

 Peak stress C
~

  Kc MPa m 

Composite Baseline Spectrum 207 MPa (19.8 ksi) 2.5 10-12 3 50 
Composite Baseline Spectrum 136 MPa (19.8 ksi) 2.5 10-12 3 50 
Composite Baseline Spectrum
Variation 6 

207 MPa (30 ksi) 8.2 10-12 3 50 

Composite Baseline Spectrum
Truncation Variation 5 

207 MPa (30 ksi) 1.1 10-12 3 50 

Combined Spectrum 
Variation 4 

207 MPa (30 ksi) 1.4 10-12 3 50 

Instruments and Navigation  
Baseline Spectrum 

207 MPa (30 ksi) 8.0 10-13 3 50 
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Figure A3: Computed and measured crack growth data for the Composite Baseline Spectrum 
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Figure A4: Computed and measured crack growth data for Variation 6 of the Composite Baseline 

Spectrum 
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Figure A5: Computed and measured crack growth data for Truncation Variation 5 of the Composite 

Baseline Spectrum 
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Figure A6: Computed and measured crack growth data for the Combined Baseline Spectrum 

Variation 4 
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Figure A7: Computed and measured crack growth data for the INS Baseline Spectrum 
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